TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

GOTHIA STEEL
SHELVING SYSTEM

Gothia Steel shelving system

The ends of Gothia steel shelving can be either open, or
closed with end panels. These are attached to the
final frame of rows of shelving.

Gothia steel is a flexible shelving system. The ends can be left open, or they can be equipped with
end panels made of frosted glass, punched steel or perforated wood. Attached onto the outsides
of the steel frames, Gothia steel can be decorated with solid wood strips, which can be coordinated
with existing wood in the library. Another available option is to put extended foot fixtures at
the bottom of the steel frames.
The shelving system comes in four heights, three bay widths and six depths. The system consists
of starter and add-on bays. The upright frames are made of 40x25 mm steel tubes. The tubes have
slots for attachment of the brackets, which are the same in both Gothia Steel, Gothia Wood and
Opal shelving systems. The shelves are made of steel as standard, but wood shelves may also be used.
The shelves are adjustable in 25 mm increments. Steel parts can be lacquered in any of our standard
colours. Wood parts come in beech or birch as standard.
A wide selection of accessories lends further flexibility to the system. Materials selected and
manufacturing methods are according to the very highest standards available. Prices are listed in
Danish Kroner (DKK).

End panels made of glass

End panels made of steel
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Gothia Steel shelving system
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The frames come in four heights;
122, 152, 182 and 212 cm.
Heights include adjustable
feet (3 cm).
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The frames come in six depths;
29 cm for 25 cm deep shelves,
34 cm for 30 cm deep shelves,
44 cm for 40 cm deep shelves,
53 cm for 2x25 cm deep shelves,
63 cm for 2x30 cm deep shelves,
83 cm for 2x40 cm deep shelves.
Wood strips and/or extended foot
fixtures add 4 cm on single-sided
and 8 cm on double-sided bays.
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Steel shelf depth

WIDTHS
The shelves come in three
widths; 75, 90 and 100 cm.
The frames are 2.5 cm wide.
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GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

Gothia double-sided bays.
Frame depth 63 cm, shelf depth 30 cm.
Complete units with frames, steel shelves, sway-brace and fittings.
Heights include adjustable feet (3 cm). Prices do not include
wood strips, extended foot fixtures or wheels.
Prices for these items are listed on page 10.

Height 212 cm, 6 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D137X26
R59D137X26
R58D139X26
R59D139X26
R58D131X26
R59D131X26

Height 182 cm, 5 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D837X25
R59D837X25
R58D839X25
R59D839X25
R58D831X25
R59D831X25

Height 152 cm, 4 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D537X24
R59D537X24
R58D539X24
R59D539X24
R58D531X24
R59D531X24

Height 122 cm, 3 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D237X23
R59D237X23
R58D239X23
R59D239X23
R58D231X23
R59D231X23

Please note that a choice regarding wood strips and/or extended
foot fixtures and wheels needs to be made. Please exchange the
“X” in the item numbers above with the correct number from
the list below.
1. With wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
2. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
3. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels
4. Without wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
5. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without
wheels (prices above refer to this version).
6. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels.

GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

Gothia double-sided bays.
Frame depth 53 cm, shelf depth 25 cm.
Complete units with frames, steel shelves, sway-brace and fittings.
Heights include adjustable feet (3 cm). Prices do not include
wood strips, extended foot fixtures or wheels.
Prices for these items are listed on page 10.

Height 212 cm, 6 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D127X26
R59D127X26
R58D129X26
R59D129X26
R58D121X26
R59D121X26

Height 182 cm, 5 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D827X25
R59D827X25
R58D829X25
R59D829X25
R58D821X25
R59D821X25

Height 152 cm, 4 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D527X24
R59D527X24
R58D529X24
R59D529X24
R58D521X24
R59D521X24

Height 122 cm, 3 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D227X23
R59D227X23
R58D229X23
R59D229X23
R58D221X23
R59D221X23

Please note that a choice regarding wood strips and/or extended
foot fixtures and wheels needs to be made. Please exchange the
“X” in the item numbers above with the correct number
from the list below.
1. With wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
2. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
3. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels
4. Without wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
5. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without
wheels (prices above refer to this version).
6. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels.

GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

Gothia double-sided bays.
Frame depth 83 cm, shelf depth 40 cm.
Complete units with frames, steel shelves, sway-brace and fittings.
Heights include adjustable feet (3 cm). Prices do not include
wood strips, extended foot fixtures or wheels.
Prices for these items are listed on page 10.

Height 212 cm, 6 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D147X26
R59D147X26
R58D149X26
R59D149X26
R58D141X26
R59D141X26

Height 182 cm, 5 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D847X25
R59D847X25
R58D849X25
R59D849X25
R58D841X25
R59D841X25

Height 152 cm, 4 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D547X24
R59D547X24
R58D549X24
R59D549X24
R58D541X24
R59D541X24

Height 122 cm, 3 shelves + top shelf on each side.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58D247X23
R59D247X23
R58D249X23
R59D249X23
R58D241X23
R59D241X23

Please note that a choice regarding wood strips and/or extended
foot fixtures and wheels needs to be made. Please exchange the
“X” in the item numbers above with the correct number
from the list below.
1. With wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
2. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
3. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels
4. Without wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
5. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without
wheels (prices above refer to this version).
6. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels.

GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

Gothia single-sided bays.
Frame depth 34 cm, shelf depth 30 cm.
Complete units with frames, steel shelves, sway-brace and fittings.
Heights include adjustable feet (3 cm). Prices do not include
wood strips, extended foot fixtures or wheels.
Prices for these items are listed on page 10.

Height 212 cm, 6 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S137X26
R59S137X26
R58S139X26
R59S139X26
R58S131X26
R59S131X26

Height 182 cm, 5 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S837X25
R59S837X25
R58S839X25
R59S839X25
R58S831X25
R59S831X25

Height 152 cm, 4 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S537X24
R59S537X24
R58S539X24
R59S539X24
R58S531X24
R59S531X24

Height 122 cm, 3 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S237X23
R59S237X23
R58S239X23
R59S239X23
R58S231X23
R59S231X23

Please note that a choice regarding wood strips and/or extended
foot fixtures and wheels needs to be made. Please exchange the
“X” in the item numbers above with the correct number
from the list below.
1. With wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
2. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
3. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels
4. Without wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
5. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without
wheels (prices above refer to this version).
6. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels.

GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

Gothia single-sided bays.
Frame depth 29 cm, shelf depth 25 cm.
Complete units with frames, steel shelves, sway-brace and fittings.
Heights include adjustable feet (3 cm). Prices do not include
wood strips, extended foot fixtures or wheels.
Prices for these items are listed on page 10.

Height 212 cm, 6 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S127X26
R59S127X26
R58S129X26
R59S129X26
R58S121X26
R59S121X26

Height 182 cm, 5 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S827X25
R59S827X25
R58S829X25
R59S829X25
R58S821X25
R59S821X25

Height 152 cm, 4 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S527X24
R59S527X24
R58S529X24
R59S529X24
R58S521X24
R59S521X24

Height 122 cm, 3 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S227X23
R59S227X23
R58S229X23
R59S229X23
R58S221X23
R59S221X23

Please note that a choice regarding wood strips and/or extended
foot fixtures and wheels needs to be made. Please exchange the
“X” in the item numbers above with the correct number
from the list below.
1. With wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
2. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
3. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels
4. Without wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
5. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without
wheels (prices above refer to this version).
6. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels.

GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

Gothia single-sided bays.
Frame depth 44 cm, shelf depth 40 cm.
Complete units with frames, steel shelves, sway-brace and fittings.
Heights include adjustable feet (3 cm). Prices do not include
wood strips, extended foot fixtures or wheels.
Prices for these items are listed on page 10.

Height 212 cm, 6 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S147X26
R59S147X26
R58S149X26
R59S149X26
R58S141X26
R59S141X26

Height 182 cm, 5 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S847X25
R59S847X25
R58S849X25
R59S849X25
R58S841X25
R59S841X25

Height 152 cm, 4 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S547X24
R59S547X24
R58S549X24
R59S549X24
R58S541X24
R59S541X24

Height 122 cm, 3 shelves + top shelf.
Starter bay 75 cm
Add-on bay 75 cm
Starter bay 90 cm
Add-on bay 90 cm
Starter bay 100 cm
Add-on bay 100 cm

R58S247X23
R59S247X23
R58S249X23
R59S249X23
R58S241X23
R59S241X23

Please note that a choice regarding wood strips and/or extended
foot fixtures and wheels needs to be made. Please exchange the
“X” in the item numbers above with the correct number
from the list below.
1. With wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
2. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
3. With wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels
4. Without wood strips, with extended foot fixtures, without wheels.
5. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, without
wheels (prices above refer to this version).
6. Without wood strips, without extended foot fixtures, with wheels.

GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

End panels made of steel
For frames
Height 212, depth 40 cm
Height 212, depth 30 cm
Height 212, depth 25 cm
Height 212, depth 40/40 cm
Height 212, depth 30/30 cm
Height 212, depth 25/25 cm
Height 182, depth 40 cm
Height 182, depth 30 cm
Height 182, depth 25 cm
Height 182, depth 40/40 cm
Height 182, depth 30/30 cm
Height 182, depth 25/25 cm
Height 152, depth 40 cm
Height 152, depth 30 cm
Height 152, depth 25 cm
Height 152, depth 40/40 cm
Height 152, depth 30/30 cm
Height 152, depth 25/25 cm
Height 122, depth 40 cm
Height 122, depth 30 cm
Height 122, depth 25 cm
Height 122, depth 40/40 cm
Height 122, depth 30/30 cm
Height 122, depth 25/25 cm

580401
580402
580403
580404
580405
580406
580407
580408
580409
580410
580411
580412
580413
580414
580415
580416
580417
580418
580419
580420
580421
580422
580423
580424

End panels made of glass
For frames
Height 212, depth 40 cm
Height 212, depth 30 cm
Height 212, depth 25 cm
Height 212, depth 40/40 cm
Height 212, depth 30/30 cm
Height 212, depth 25/25 cm
Height 182, depth 40 cm
Height 182, depth 30 cm
Height 182, depth 25 cm
Height 182, depth 40/40 cm
Height 182, depth 30/30 cm
Height 182, depth 25/25 cm
Height 152, depth 40 cm
Height 152, depth 30 cm
Height 152, depth 25 cm
Height 152, depth 40/40 cm
Height 152, depth 30/30 cm
Height 152, depth 25/25 cm
Height 122, depth 40 cm
Height 122, depth 30 cm
Height 122, depth 25 cm
Height 122, depth 40/40 cm
Height 122, depth 30/30 cm
Height 122, depth 25/25 cm

580201
580202
580203
580204
580205
580206
580207
580208
580209
580210
580211
580212
580213
580214
580215
580216
580217
580218
580219
580220
580221
580222
580223
580224

GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

End panels made of wood
For frames
Height 212, depth 40 cm
Height 212, depth 30 cm
Height 212, depth 25 cm
Height 212, depth 40/40 cm
Height 212, depth 30/30 cm
Height 212, depth 25/25 cm
Height 182, depth 40 cm
Height 182, depth 30 cm
Height 182, depth 25 cm
Height 182, depth 40/40 cm
Height 182, depth 30/30 cm
Height 182, depth 25/25 cm
Height 152, depth 40 cm
Height 152, depth 30 cm
Height 152, depth 25 cm
Height 152, depth 40/40 cm
Height 152, depth 30/30 cm
Height 152, depth 25/25 cm
Height 122, depth 40 cm
Height 122, depth 30 cm
Height 122, depth 25 cm
Height 122, depth 40/40 cm
Height 122, depth 30/30 cm
Height 122, depth 25/25 cm

580301
580302
580303
580304
580305
580306
580307
580308
580309
580310
580311
580312
580313
580314
580315
580316
580317
580318
580319
580320
580321
580322
580323
580324

Wood strips, foot fixtures and wheels.
Wood strips, extended foot fixtures or wheels are not included in
the prices of complete shelving bays. To obtain the correct prices
for bays including these items, please add the prices from
the list below.
Wood strip for panel h. 122 cm without extended foot fixture
Wood strip for panel h. 152 cm without extended foot fixture
Wood strip for panel h. 182 cm without extended foot fixture
Wood strip for panel h. 212 cm without extended foot fixture

581221
581521
581821
582121

Wood strip for panel h. 122 cm with extended foot fixture
Wood strip for panel h. 152 cm with extended foot fixture
Wood strip for panel h. 182 cm with extended foot fixture
Wood strip for panel h. 212 cm with extended foot fixture

581222
581522
581822
582122

Extended foot fixture for panel d. 25 cm
Extended foot fixture for panel d. 30 cm
Extended foot fixture for panel d. 40 cm

582520
583020
584020

Wheel without brake
Wheel with brake

307500
307600

Wheel fittings d. 25 cm
Wheel fittings d. 30 cm
Wheel fittings d. 40 cm

589980
589982
589984

GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

Pull-out shelf.
Steel pull-out shelf. Dim. 7.5x30x90 cm.

426690

Shelf for audio cassettes.
Dim. 20x30x90 cm.

426492

Shelf for CD/video.
With 4 dividers. Dim. 15x30x90 cm.

426494

Magazine storage shelf.
For module d. 30 cm. Dim. 40x40x90 cm. NB: shelf protrudes 10 cm.
For module d. 40 cm. Dim. 40x40x90 cm.

426391
426390

Magazine storage shelf with three tip-up doors.
For module d. 30 cm. Dim. 40x40x90 cm. NB: shelf protrudes 10 cm.
For module d. 40 cm. Dim. 40x40x90 cm.

426321
426320

Magazine storage shelf with three dividers.
For module d. 30 cm. Dim. 40x40x90 cm. NB: shelf protrudes 10 cm.
For module d. 40 cm. Dim. 40x40x90 cm.

426394
426393

Shelf with three dividers.
Dim. 20x30x90 cm.

426730

Browsers.
Single, dim. 10x30x90 cm for module d. 30 cm, without dividers.

428351

Single, dim. 20x40x90 cm for module d. 30 cm, without dividers.
NB: shelf protrudes 10 cm.
Single, dim. 20x40x90 cm for module d. 40 cm, without dividers.

428352

Double, dim. 20x40x90 cm for module d. 30 cm, without dividers.
NB: shelf protrudes 10 cm.
Double, dim. 20x40x90 cm for module d. 40 cm, without dividers.

428353

Divider for single browser 10x30x90 cm
Divider for single browser 20x40x90 cm
Divider for double browser 20x40x90 cm

308353
308354
308355

428354

428355

COMPONENTS FOR GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM
GOTHIA SHELVING SYSTEM
Sway-brace w. 75 cm, zinc-plated
Sway-brace w. 90 cm, zinc-plated
Sway-brace w. 100 cm, zinc-plated

581075
581090
581100

Steel shelf w. 75 d. 25 cm with backstop and book support rail
Steel shelf w. 90 d. 25 cm with backstop and book support rail
Steel shelf w. 100 d. 25 cm with backstop and book support rail

762575
762590
762510

Steel shelf w. 75 d. 30 cm with backstop and book support rail
Steel shelf w. 90 d. 30 cm with backstop and book support rail
Steel shelf w. 100 d. 30 cm with backstop and book support rail

763075
763090
763010

Steel shelf w. 75 d. 40 cm with backstop and book support rail
Steel shelf w. 90 d. 40 cm with backstop and book support rail
Steel shelf w. 100 d. 40 cm with backstop and book support rail

764075
764090
764010

Bracket for steel shelf
Bracket for steel shelf
Bracket for steel shelf
Bracket for steel shelf

422599
423099
424002
424003

d. 25 cm, set left + right
d. 30 cm, set left + right
d. 40 cm, left
d. 40 cm, right

Bracket for 45° sloping shelf
Bracket for 45° sloping shelf
Bracket for 60° sloping shelf
Bracket for 60° sloping shelf

d. 25 cm, left
d. 25 cm, right
d. 25 cm, left
d. 25 cm, right

422517
422536
422547
422548

Bracket for 45° sloping shelf
Bracket for 45° sloping shelf
Bracket for 60° sloping shelf
Bracket for 60° sloping shelf

d. 30 cm, left
d. 30 cm, right
d. 30 cm, left
d. 30 cm, right

423017
423036
423047
423048

Bracket for 45° sloping shelf
Bracket for 45° sloping shelf
Bracket for 60° sloping shelf
Bracket for 60° sloping shelf

d. 40 cm, left
d. 40 cm, right
d. 40 cm, left
d. 40 cm, right

424017
424036
424047
424048

Steel top shelf w. 75 d. 25 cm without backstop, with book support rail
Steel top shelf w. 90 d. 25 cm without backstop, with book support rail
Steel top shelf w. 100 d. 25 cm without backstop, with book support rail

762571
762591
762511

Steel top shelf w. 75 d. 30 cm without backstop, with book support rail
Steel top shelf w. 90 d. 30 cm without backstop, with book support rail
Steel top shelf w. 100 d. 30 cm without backstop, with book support rail

763071
763091
763011

Steel top shelf w. 75 d. 40 cm without backstop, with book support rail
Steel top shelf w. 90 d. 40 cm without backstop, with book support rail
Steel top shelf w. 100 d. 40 cm without backstop, with book support rail

764071
764091
764011

Bracket for top shelf
Bracket for top shelf
Bracket for top shelf
Bracket for top shelf
Bracket for top shelf
Bracket for top shelf

582502
582503
583002
583003
584002
584003

d. 25 cm, left
d. 25 cm, right
d. 30 cm, left
d. 30 cm, right
d. 40 cm, left
d. 40 cm, right

GOTHIA STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

Eyeline lighting system.
The Eyeline light is built on the HF technique with a T5 fluorescent
tube in combination with an electric device which gives flicker-free
light and reduces waste power with 20%. Eyeline has been approved
according to EU standards by Intertek SEMKO.
The light fixtures can be attached by side brackets or top brackets.
Fluorescent tubes are included in the item numbers below.
Eyeline comes in two colours as standard; Champagne Mist
(Eurobib off-white) or Gothia Grey (RAL 7043).
Other colours can be offered at request.

Eyeline light 737 mm incl fluorescent tube
Eyeline light 887 mm incl fluorescent tube
Eyeline 1022 mm incl fluorescent tube
Eyeline side bracket left
Eyeline side bracket right
Eyeline side bracket for corner left
Eyeline side bracket for corner right
Eyeline top bracket left
Eyeline top bracket right
Eyeline top bracket middle
Eyeline top bracket for corner right
Eyeline top bracket for corner left
Eyeline starter cable
Eyeline connection cable

1092001
1092003
1092002
1092004
1092005
1092006
1092007
1092008
1092009
1092010
1092011
1092012
1092013
1092014

Extra fluroscent tube T5 14W
Extra fluroscent tube T5 14W
Screw for side bracket (2 pcs./bracket)
Screw for top bracket (2 pcs./bracket)

1092015
1092016
1141195
1141247

